Harris for conducting microscopy to search for trichogynes and spores. Library preparations and 
Introduction

55
Symbiotic fungi, including lichenized species, represent some of the most ecologically 56 important radiations on earth. However, the processes shaping genetic differentiation and gene 57 flow in these groups remain poorly understood. Historically, two major assumptions have shaped 58 hypotheses about symbiotic fungal population structure and evolution. First, because most fungi 59 produce very small spores, their distribution is thought to be limited primarily by ecological nothing is known about dispersal or population genetic structure in this species.
128
In this study, we tested three hypotheses concerning population-level processes in 
Methods
141
Study System, Sampling, and Sequencing
142
Samples were collected from 15 sites throughout the geographic and ecological range of
143
Cetradonia linearis (Fig. 2) . At each site two to three squamules were taken from up to ten 144 distinct colonies using surface sterilized forceps. Squamules were placed into 1.5 mL Eppendorf were pooled to form a set of contaminant contigs. Then, all B224 reads were aligned to the 167 contaminant contigs using bowtie2, and all reads that did not align to the contaminants were The influence of geographic and ecological distance on genetic distance was investigated 221 using two approaches. First, a partial Mantel test with 10,000 permutations was used to test for 
320
Population structure was first explored through relational analyses. The unrooted NJ tree 321 recovered distinct, mutually exclusive groups that corresponded to distinct mountain ranges (Fig.   322 2). Sampling sites also largely formed mutually exclusive groups, except PV. The one PV 323 sample that did not cluster with other PV samples formed a group with SH, a site that was only 324 1.5 km downstream. The InStruct analysis chain with the highest DIC found seven clusters (Fig.   325 2). Four primary clusters were evident in the results: one that included all samples from the Great and Roan Mountain, and one that included all samples from the Black Mountains (Fig. 2) . The 
337
We tested the influence of geographic versus environmental distance on genetic distance 338 using two methods, and both showed geographic distance as a more significant factor correlating 339 with population structure. First, a partial Mantel Test showed a significant correlation between 340 genetic distance, measured as pairwise Fst, and geographic distance, measured as pairwise
341
Euclidean distance in km, where r = 0.489, and p < 0.01 (Fig. 4 ). There were no correlations 342 between genetic distance and any of the environmental distances (Supplementary Table 2 ). The (Fig.5) . The quality of the SDM was high, with an AUC of 0.919. However, there is evidence that the species less frequently undergoes outcrossing and sexual 366 recombination based on the high rates of linkage disequilibrium (~122K SNPs reduced to ~10K, 367 Fig. 3 ), estimated selfing rates >0.5, and the putatively unisexual mating system.
368
In contrast to prior work suggesting fungi are not dispersal-limited, the hypothesis that 
391
One of these species was investigated with RAPD-PCR and the other two with microsatellites, so 392 comparisons among the studies, and with our study based on genomic data, must be done with areas predicted by the hindcast SDM (Fig. 5) . Interestingly, the model also suggested an 436 expansion of the range to lower elevation areas (Fig. 5) . This finding is consistent with 437 hypotheses that ranges of present-day high-elevation endemics expanded downslope during Appalachians has resulted in not only high levels of species diversity, but also high genetic 450 diversity within species.
451
Conclusion
452
The results presented here provide strong evidence that the rare, narrowly endemic 453 fungus Cetradonia linearis has highly geographically isolated populations over the small area of 454 its distribution (Fig. 2) . The population structure of C. linearis is congruent with other high- We found no evidence of clones in our sampling, however we did find evidence 458 for low rates of recombination, possibly facilitated by a homothallic reproductive system that 459 allows self-fertility (Fig. 3) . These results support a growing body of literature suggesting that 460 fungal dispersal can be limited across relatively small spatial scales, despite the production of 
